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Abstract: 

Festivals have gained increasing importance in the film world in recent decades, providing 
independent filmmakers with alternative distribution networks, exhibition possibilities, and 
even funding opportunities. Turkey, one of the most vibrant film-producing countries in the 
Middle East, has its fair share of film festivals in various sizes, with diverse themes, in many 
different cities. This presentation will provide a brief analysis and comparison of two of the 
leading festivals in the country: Antalya and Istanbul. What merits such a comparison is the 
differences in the organization of these events, namely their infrastructures, and the distinct 
ways each has dealt with recent political controversies surrounding festivals; I argue that 
there is a direct correlation between the two. Istanbul Film Festival (IFF) is run by the 
independent Istanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts, whereas the foundation overseeing 
Antalya Film Festival (AFF) is directly controlled and managed by elected city officials. In an 
environment where film festivals become a site of contestation between the repressive 
government and filmmakers, how a festival is run directly influences the position it takes, 
possibly shaping the future of filmmaking in the country. In recent years, both festivals have 
been faced with censorship issues, and while IFF issued an apology and formed discussion 
groups to debate alternatives, AFF responded by first canceling its Documentary Section, 
then the National Competition, thereby denying filmmakers a significant amount of prize 
money. I will relay a brief history of these debacles focusing on the role of the festivals’ 
organizational infrastructures and legal frameworks; but also present an alternative case for 
instances when infrastructure obstructs action in media: namely, how a group of 
independent volunteer filmmakers organized an alternative “National Competition” to AFF 
in Istanbul, complete with a jury, awards, and a closing ceremony. The second half of my 
presentation will examine the “National Competition” of 2017 as a successful strategy to 
think further on possible alternatives when the formal structures no longer sustain the 
existing practices of production, distribution, and in particular, exhibition. 
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